PUBLIC NOTICE
ADVANCED CLEARANCE OF PERSONAL
CONSIGNMENT
Biosecurity Authority of Fiji (BAF) and the Fiji Revenue and Customs Service (FRCS) wish to notify members of
the public, Cargo Freight Stations (CFS), Shipping Agents, Cargo Agents, Freight Forwarders, Cargo Brokers,
Consolidators, Traders and Customs House Agents that effective immediately, BAF and FRCS will be conducting
advanced clearance on all personal consignment.
In light of the COVID-19 precautionary measures and security, FRCS and BAF have jointly implemented policies
to strengthen enforcement whilst conducting personal consignment inspection on a safer platform. The above
process is in line with section 10 of the Customs Act 1986 and section 32 of the BAF Act 2008 whereby both
Border agencies are empowered to examine regulated imported article.
Introduction of Advanced Clearance will limit border agencies’ interaction with the general public coming to the
Customs Bonded Area/Biosecurity Approved Premises to clear their personal consignment hence, the sender
must attach the packing list and declaration (Customs/BAF) with the consignment, this is to enable FRCS and
BAF to swiftly assess the consignments while ensuring all goods are properly screened and examined before
release. This may also result in the faster delivery of personal consignments to all importers.
BAF and FRCS wishes to assure all parties that due diligence will be taken and the process will be carried out in
the presence of the authorized Cargo Agents. For these purposes, all CFS are now equipped with CCTV cameras
which will be closely monitored. All examined goods will be properly repacked and secured for storage awaiting
collection by the customer. All relevant BAF Fees and Chargers will be made through the approved CFS
operators.
Should you require further clarification in regards to Customs Operations, please contact the following FRCS
staff:
Suva
Suva
Nadi
Lautoka

Mrs. Sharmila Sharma
Mr. Osea Dakai
Mr. Mohammed Shameem
Mrs. Arieta Veitaladrua

9965850
9922275
9734878
9981297

ssharma001@frcs.org.fj
odakai@frcs.org.fj
mshameem@frcs.org.fj
amaafu@frcs.org.fj

For clarification on BAF Operations, please contact the following BAF staff:
Suva
Suva
Nadi
Lautoka

Mrs. Nafiza Bibi
Mr. Samuel Patel
Mrs. Ashni Chand
Mr. Nilesh Chandra

8903079
9980512
8918714
8918715

nbibi@baf.com.fj
spatel@baf.com.fj
achand@baf.com.fj
nchandra@baf.com.fj

